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Abstract (250 words): 

 

The paper explores the concepts of da‘wa and Islamic order in the Muslim Brotherhood, 

tracing the development of its political implications from Hasan al-Banna to the Justice and 

Development Party. Two arguments will be developed. Firstly, that al-Banna’s concept of 

da‘wa was rooted in the religious belief that only through harnessing God’s own power and 

implementing Islamic order would the Muslim community be able to unite and liberate itself 

from un-Islamic rule. Secondly, that al-Banna’s concept of da‘wa was pragmatic both in the 

political and the philosophical sense, which meant that the substance of da‘wa would have to 

be reassessed continuously with reference to changing contexts. This has allowed the Muslim 

Brothers to continuously reinterpret what are the implications of Islamic order and 

empowerment through God, without that being understood as a compromise with any central 

tenets. Seeking political legitimacy through popular vote is thus not in contradiction with the 

belief in divine power as the only real source of power, but reflects a pragmatic (in the 

philosophical sense) reassessment of the implications of divine power and Islamic order in 

the current context. This approach makes the Muslim Brotherhood as organisation very 

receptive to changed political conditions and requirements and shows that while religious 

belief is the unifying framework of the organisation it has no determining power for the 

substance of its members’ politics. The argument will be developed with reference to al-

Banna’s writings; the 2007 draft political platform; and the 2011 platform of the Justice and 

Development Party. 
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This, O my Brother, is the sum of what I wanted to tell you about our invitation (da‘wa). It is 

an interpretation which in its turn has interpretations (wahwa ta‘bîr lahu ta‘bîr), and you are the 

Josef of these dreams (Hasan al-Banna). 

 

 

Introduction 

 

The Muslim Brotherhood (MB) as an organisation and as a set of political objectives has undergone 

substantial transformations from its foundation by Hasan al-Banna in 1928 to today, and many 

analysts have drawn attention to the pragmatic or ‘moderate’ approach that characterised both its 

founder and the organisation after him (Lia 1998; Brown & Hamzawy 2008; Mandaville 2009; 

Harnisch & Mecham 2009; Tamam 2010; Pargeter 2010; Gardell 2011; Rosefsky Wickham 2011). 

Yet, as pointed out by Abed-Kotob (1995), MB has retained al-Banna’s objectives, to perform da‘wa 

for an Islamic all-encompassing social order based on sharia, and which transcends national 

boundaries. In the context of Egyptian politics, the fact that MB continues to see sharia as the legal 

framework of Islamic order has raised questions concerning who can serve as legislators: all citizens; 

only Muslim citizens; only male citizens; or only pious Muslims? (Brown & Hamzawy 2008; 

Haqqani & Fradkin 2008) With the formation of the Freedom and Justice Party in spring 2011 and its 

participation in the free 2011 elections in Egypt, these democratic and civic challenges have been 

partly addressed; showing again how MB is able to accommodate new requirements even while they 

retain the foundational objectives. 
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The term ‘pragmatism’ has been used with reference to al-Banna and the MB in the political sense, 

i.e. as the ability to adapt to the circumstances (see the above, and Stacher 2002, who applies it to 

Wasatiyya rather than the whole MB). This paper will show the hermeneutical dimensions of MB 

pragmatism, by employing Roy Rappaport’s concept Ultimate Sacred Postulate. The viewpoint 

adopted here is that the MB are not just changing courses of action because they are ‘moderates’ and 

therefore pragmatic, but because al-Banna’s founding methodology (minhaj) is based on 

hermeneutical pragmatism. 

 

1. Ultimate Sacred Postulate 

 

The anthropologist Roy Rappaport’s concept Ultimate Sacred Postulate (USP) refers to ritually 

communicated beliefs which symbolise a social contract. Importantly, a USP is limited to precepts 

which are ‘immaterial’ in nature (Rappaport 1999). For example, the USP There is no god but God 

and Muhammad is the Messenger of God symbolises the contract that binds the Muslim community 

together and which is communicated through the community rituals. As an organisation within the 

Muslim community the MB has redefined the Islamic USP so that it symbolises its group contract as 

well as the new social contract it offers to the Muslim community, i.e. the belief that the Muslim 

community can only be empowered through an all-encompassing Islamic order with Islamic 

government based on sharia. The challenge for the MB is to reinterpret the USP to fit new 

circumstances and new courses of action, while avoiding ‘materialising’ it so much that it loses its 

function as USP. Pragmatism provides the hermeneutical tools which make this possible. 

 

2. Pragmatism 

 

William James (d. 1910) is one of the ‘founding fathers’ of pragmatism. Since the topic here is a 

religious political organisation, it is worth noting that James developed pragmatism in response to a 

diagnosis he had made of the epistemological and emotional needs of his time. In his view, 

philosophy and science was dominated by empiricism, leaving no room for religion and imagination. 

He sought to develop a system that could accommodate the scientific loyalty to facts with confidence 

in values, a confidence which he saw as rooted in religion (or romanticism) (Hookway, SEP).  

 

Regarding pragmatist hermeneutics, Christopher Hookway’s list of three essential characteristics 

will be used here for a simple definition (SEP):  
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a. All of the classic pragmatists identified beliefs and other mental states as habits. The 

content of a belief is not determined by its intrinsic phenomenal character; rather, it is 

determined by its role in determining our actions. The role of tacit habits of reasoning 

and acting in fixing our beliefs and guiding our actions is a theme that recurs in the 

work of all of the pragmatists. 

b.  All concepts and theories are instruments to be judged by how well they achieve their 

intended purpose. The content of a theory or concept is determined by what we should 

do with it. 

c. A sign or thought is about some object because it is understood, in subsequent 

thought, as a sign of that object, rather than because it captures something essential 

pertaining to the object. The subsequent thought is the ‘interpretant’, i.e. what 

determines the interpretation. Furthermore, interpretation is generally a goal directed 

activity. In such cases, our action or the conclusion of our inference is the interpretant; 

interpretation is thus not primarily a matter of intellectual recognition of what a sign 

means but of our inference of our own actions relative to the sign. 

 

As we shall see, the MB takes a pragmatist approach to concepts, in the sense that their meaning 

depends on the courses of action which the members are inferring when they refer to the concepts.  

 

3. Da‘wa 

 

With reference to the MB, their social work, and their educational efforts da‘wa is usually translated 

as ‘mission’ or ‘call (to Islam)’ (Eickelman & Piscatori 1996; Mahmood 2005). But da‘wa also means 

‘invitation’, for example to a party. Here it is suggested that ‘invitation’ better than ‘call’ or ‘mission’ 

captures the meaning of empowerment that is central to the MB’s concept of da‘wa. The argument 

draws on how the Prophet’s USP is portrayed in al-Tabari’s (d. 923 CE) famous History of the 

Messengers and the Kings: 

 

From Abu Kurayb – Yunis b. Bukayr – Muhammad b. Ishaq – Yahya b. Abi al-Ash‘ath al-

Kindi (from the people of Kufa) – Isma‘il b. Iyas b. ‘Afif – his father – his grandfather, who 

said: “I was a merchant on business [in Makka] at the time of the pilgrimage (al-hajj). I 

contacted [the Prophet’s uncle] al-‘Abbas, and as we were talking a man came out to pray and 

took up position facing the Ka‘ba. Then a woman came and joined him in the prayer, and then a 

young boy. I asked al-‘Abbas, ‘What is this religion (dîn)? I have never seen anything like it?’ 

‘It is Muhammad b. ‘Abd Allah’, he replied, ‘he claims he is sent by God and that the treasures 
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(kunûz) of [the Persian king] Khusraw and [the Roman] Caesar will be made available to him’ 

(…) (Tabari 1997/1:538; italics here). 

 

Muhammad b. al-Husayn – Ahmad b. al-Mufaddal – Asbat – al-Suddi: “Abu Talib sent for 

[God’s Messenger] and asked him, ‘O Nephew, the shaykhs and nobles of your people have 

come to ask of you to be fair and cease to revile their gods, and they will leave you to worship 

your God.’ [God’s Messenger] replied, ‘O Uncle, am I not inviting (ad‘ûhum) them to what is 

better for them than that?’ [Abu Talib] replied, ‘What are you in fact inviting them to?’ ‘I am 

inviting them (ad‘ûhum) to speak with a word which will make the Arabs submit to them 

(tadînu lahum bihâ al-‘arab) and through which they will possess the Persians’. Then Abu Jahl 

spoke for the crowd, ‘What word is that, by your father? We will say it, and ten like it!’ ‘That 

you say “There is no god but God”’, replied God’s Messenger […] (Tabari 1997/1:544). 

 

The USP ‘There is no god but God’ is thus the contract through which those who have faith are 

invited to prosperity (‘the treasures’) and power (‘the Arabs submit’; ‘possess the Persians’).  

 

Hasan al-Banna defined his concept of da‘wa in the context of struggle against British colonial 

rule of Egypt and the abolishment of the Caliphate in 1924. In addition, public notions of 

sharia were changing as the emerging nation-states were crafting new legal codes, first under 

colonial rule and subsequently as independent states. Having referred to the practices and 

methods pertaining to a religiously defined institution associated with ritual, ethics and social 

mores, and law, sharia became publicly more and more associated with law in the strict sense 

on the one hand, and on the other hand it ceased to be the exclusive domain of the religious 

scholars and became increasingly a topic which any public intellectual could have an opinion 

about (Brown 1997). These developments provide a background for al-Banna’s da‘wa. As we 

know, al-Banna was a school teacher of profession, even though his family were religious 

scholars. Empowering the Muslim community against colonial powers and uniting it across 

national borders was his principal aim (Mitchel 1969; Lia 1998). In the national political 

contest with secular nationalists and socialists, al-Banna represented a ‘third way’ (Lia 1998) 

based on the belief that the key to empowerment was true Islam, reformed and reunited from 

the divisions of the ‘internal’ madhahib and the new ‘external’ national boundaries, by 

returning to the spirit (not the letter) of the Qur’an and the sunna of the Prophet and al-salaf. 

Da‘wa was the ‘invitation’ to take part of the prosperity and progress that would come out of 

the reactivated USP. However, not everyone was suited for the invitation; according to the 

treatise Da‘watuna:  
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We want our people (qawmuna) to know (. . .) that this invitation (da‘wa) is suitable only for he 

who embraces it in all its aspects and devotes to it everything that it will cost him in terms of 

his self, his property, his time, and his health: ‘Say: “If your fathers, your sons, your brothers, 

your spouses, your relatives, the wealth you have gained, a trade you fear might slacken, and 

dwellings you love are dearer to you than God and His Messenger or than fighting in His way, 

then wait until God brings His command; God does not guide the sinful people (al-qawm al-

fâsiqîna)” (Q. 9:24).’ This is an invitation (da‘wa) which does not accept being shared [with 

anything else] for its nature is unity, and he who is prepared for it shall live through it and it 

shall live through him. He who is too weak for this burden shall be deprived of the rewards 

awaiting those who struggle (thawâb al-mujâhidîna), and he will be among the left-behind (al-

mukhallafîna) and the slackers, and God will extend His invitation to another people in his 

stead: ‘Humble towards the faithful but mighty towards the unbelievers. They fight in the way 

of God and do not fear anybody’s reproach. This is a favour which God bestows on whomever 

He wishes’ (Q. 5:54). (al-Banna 1977a:8)   

 

Al-Banna’s da‘wa implies that the USP/social contract demands more than simply belief: one 

must commit one’s entire being. The all-encompassing commitment of the individual is 

mirrored in the all-encompassing scope of da‘wa: ‘a salafî invitation (to God’s power); a 

sunnî path; a Sufi truth; a political organisation; a sports club; an association for learning and 

culture; an economic company; and a social theory (fikra)’ (Tamam 2010: 94; see also 

Mitchell 1993: 14; al-Banna/RMKH: 14–16). The social theory in turn implies establishing 

an all-encompassing (shâmil) Islamic social order, including Islamic government, and based 

on sharia which is equally all-encompassing (1977b: 60). Similarly to how the Prophet’s 

da‘wa was described in al-Tabari’s history, al-Banna believed that the power, prosperity and 

progress that characterised the Prophet’s Companions’ conquests came through their belief in 

God; correspondingly, contemporary defeat and powerlessness are due to erroneous belief 

(Wendell 1978: 17–18). According to this logic al-Banna’s da‘wa is God’s invitation to take 

part in a struggle that will lead to power and progress. 

 

The three cornerstones (arkân) around which the MB theory (fikrat al-ikhwân) revolves are described 

as follows in Da‘watunâ (al-Banna 1977a:32): 

 

(1) The sound method (al-minhâj al-sâlih): The Brothers have found it in God’s scripture and the 

sunna of His Messenger and the rulings of Islam from the time when the Muslims understood 
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them at their face value in a fresh and pure way, far from internal intricacies and falsities. [The 

Brothers] devote themselves to studying Islam according to these principles in an easy, broad 

and accessible manner. 

 

(2) Activism rooted in faith (al-‘âmilûna al-mu’minûna): The Brothers apply themselves to 

practicing what they have understood about God’s religion in an uncompromising manner. 

Praise God, they are faithful in their thoughts and confident in their objectives and trusting that 

God will support them as long as they work on His behalf and proceed under the guidance of 

God’s Messenger.s 

 

(3) Resolute and trustworthy leadership: The Muslim Brothers have found [its leadership] to be so, 

and thus they obey it and work under its standard. 

 

Yet the way in which the three cornerstones are to be enacted through da‘wa is a matter of 

interpretation. Al-Banna clearly stated that each Brother must find out what da‘wa implies for him:  

 

This, O my Brother, is the sum of what I wanted to tell you about our invitation (da‘wa). It is 

an interpretation which in its turn has interpretations (wahwa ta‘bîr lahu ta‘bîr), and you are the 

Josef of these dreams. If our [plans] are attractive to you, your efforts will be added to ours as 

we work together along this path, with God as the guarantor of our success and yours. He is our 

reckoning, and the blessing of the deputy is the same as the blessing of the Lord and the 

blessing of the Supporter (al-Banna 1977a:32).  

 

Pragmatism implies that the meaning of a concept or belief depends on the practical outcomes that the 

interpreter has already inferred from the concept. In the citations above, al-Banna established that (a) 

the meaning of da‘wa depends on the interpretation, and (b) the interpretation is made as the Brother 

is already part of the common activism; i.e. he will interpret da‘wa with reference to the practical 

outcomes he has already inferred from his course of action.  

 

For al-Banna Islamic government was the outcome of empowerment: 

 

If we had Islamic government (hukûma islâmiyya) that was true to Islam, of sincere faith, free to 

think and edify, for which learning the true knowledge was the greatest treasure, which inherited 

the might of the Islamic order (al-nizâm al-islâmî) and had faith in it as the cure for the people and 

guidance for mankind as a whole, we could seek to strengthen this world by the name of Islam so 

that other states would investigate and observe it and want it for themselves, and so that we could 
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conduct them to it, through continuous calls, conviction, proof, delegations, and other means of 

information and communication. (al-Banna 1950?: 23) 

 

This description of Islamic government refers to the level of the USP, as it is devoid of 

concrete details. In the treatise Nahwa ’l-nûr al-Banna goes into more detail, but these are still 

very general: Islamic government means doing away with political parties (which divide the nation 

and the community); reforming the law so that it corresponds with the principles of Islamic sharia; 

strengthening the bonds between Arab and Islamic countries and assessing the loss of the Caliphate; 

diffusing the Islamic spirit and teachings throughout the government departments and the military; 

anti-corruption measures; and surveillance of government functionaries to ensure their adherence to 

Islamic values both professionally and in their private lives (and dissolving the distinction between 

public-private domains) (al-Banna 1977c: 109–110).  

 

4. Civil state and draft party platform: 2007 deliberations 

 

In 1987 the MB for the first time campaigned in elections (as individuals) with the promise to 

implement the then dormant constitutional principle that sharia is the main source of law (Harnisch & 

Mecham 2009: 191). In the course of the 1990s MB began to concretise Islamic government with 

reference to their concept of the state. By the late 1990s the MB had accepted multiparty democracy 

and the principle that the popular vote is the source of political authority. The state was thus defined 

as a ‘civil Islamic state’ (dawla madaniyya islamiyya) (Harnisch and Mecham 2009:190).  

 

The pint with Islamic state was that sharia would be its main source of law, while the point 

with civil Islamic state was that it would be based on civil rights. However, there were 

tensions between the principle of civil rights and sharia. Christian Copts and women did not 

enjoy equal civil rights since the MB at this stage followed the traditional shar‘i principle that 

the state must be ruled by a Muslim man (Ayubi 1980:492). During the 2000s these issues 

became more pressing as the opposition to Husni Mubarak’s regime mounted and the MB 

began developing a platform for a future political party. In 2007 the MB publicly circulated a 

draft platform which outlined a state in which sharia would be protected by a council of 

ulamâ’ who would ‘advise the government’s legislative and executive branches in matters of 

religious law’ and who would be elected not by popular vote but by the community of 

Muslim religious scholars. The platform also suggested that the council would have a say on 

a wide range of legislative and executive matters (since Islam is an all-encompassing order), 

and that the council’s rulings would be absolute on matters deemed not subject to 
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interpretation (Brown and Hamzawy 2008:4; also Harnisch and Mecham 2009; Pargeter 

2010:57–60). The traditional stance that Christians and women were excluded from the 

presidency and the premiership was maintained (Brown and Hamzawy 2008:5).  

 

However, a progressive faction within the MB put forth an alternative model where sharia is 

protected not by a council of ‘ulama’ but by the Supreme Constitutional Court, which can 

contain religious scholars but should not be limited to them, since ‘the community’ (al-

’umma) is the source of power. This approach is grounded in a view of sharia as a ‘frame of 

reference’ (marja‘iyya) for legislation (Brown and Hamzawy 2008:3, 14). This position is 

supported by, among others, Yusuf al-Qaradawi, and has connections with the Wasatiyya-

group (Brown and Hamzawy 2008:9).
1
 The concept marja‘iyya derives from deliberations 

over how to maintain sharia while allowing for interpretations in accordance with reason and 

need, and development of new laws for matters which are outside of the scope of sharia’s 

principles. It also implies rejecting the traditional concept of non-Muslims as ahl al-dhimma 

and opens up theoretically for Christians to participate in legislation, as legislation is 

detached from sharia as practiced by religious scholars. Consequently, it would be the 

Constitutional Court, not a council of Islamic scholars, that judges whether a law complies 

with sharia principles (Brown and Hamzawy 2008:3; cf. Utvik 2005: 302–303).
2
 

 

5. The Freedom and Justice Party platform 

 

The revolution of 25 January 2011 and the ousting of President Husni Mubarak enabled the 

MB to found the Freedom and Justice Party on 30 April 2011. It is led by Muhammad Mursi 

and reflects the ‘progressive position’ within the MB. While its vice-president is a Copt and 

there are many women members, the leadership are men appointed by the MB internal shura 

                                                           
1
 Another supporter of the progressive position is Ibrahim al-Hudaybi, great grandson of Hasan al-Hudaybi, al-

Banna’s successor. According to Ibrahim al-Hudaybi, models for an Islamic civil state can be sought in the USA 
or in the Scandinavian welfare states, rather than in an Islamic theocracy such as Iran; seminar in Cairo, 3 
November 2010.   
2
 These changes within MB at the national Egyptian level are connected also with developments at the global 

level of Islamic reform. As Utvik points out, there are similarities between the MB combination of marja‘iyya 
with liberal democracy and the views of Iranian reformers like Abdolkarim Soroush and Mohsen Kadivar of the 
relationship between religion and politics (Utvik 2005: 303). Concerning al-Qaradawi, he also founded the 
ecumenical International Union of Muslim Scholars (IUMS) which includes Sunnis and Shiites, and which 
(among other things) calls for democratic government and equal legislative rights for men and women (Gräf 
2005: 47). 
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council (al-Anani 2011). In the section ‘Vision and Programme’ in the party platform (pp. 1–

4) the MB’s traditional USP is affirmed:  

 

When the people develop their programmes for reform they concern themselves with material 

issues and external matters of organisational, administrative and legislative nature, which are 

absolutely necessary and incumbent for reform and progress. Yet, without detracting from the 

previously mentioned matters, there are other matters which are essential to the FJP, and which 

concern thought, faith, spirituality, ethics and the emotional life. These are the matters that 

shape the essence of the human being and his loftiest characteristics, for man does not live of 

bread alone but needs both the spiritual and the material for his completeness. Thus we find that 

reform of the internal life (al-bâtin) is of no less importance than reform of the external (al-

zâhir), and this is an eternal truth that has been established by the Qur’ân, Sûrat al-ra‘d, verse 

11: ‘God will never change a people’s circumstances unless they change what is in themselves’.  

 

For this reason the foremost aspect of our party programme consists in purifying the souls, 

cleansing the hearts, sublimating the senses and refining the characters through the invitation 

(da‘wa) to adhere to the worship of God alone, to noble characteristics, to virtuous social 

relationships, and to remember God and the Day of Judgement, so that the true selves are 

awakened and self-supervision is called into being. When the value of good is established in the 

souls, evil and its missionaries are disbanded by the emergence of the sound pride which spurs 

on righteousness and godliness and promotes good examples, by means of the school, the 

family home, the mosque, the church, and information technology. 

 

This programme is not exclusively for Muslims. It is supported by (all) the religions, 

particularly Christianity which aims at morality above all else.  

 

Concerning the minority who are not suited by this programme, they will be counteracted 

through legislation, surveillance technology and punitive measures; ‘indeed God restrains 

through the ruler what He does not restrain through the Qur’ân’ (inna Allaha layaza’u bi’l-

sultân mâ lá yaza‘u bi’l-qur’ân). (…) 

 

The party sees life as one and undivided with one aspect leaving imprints on the others, i.e. 

politics, economy, society, culture, information and education etc. all influence each other and 

no one of them can easily be isolated from the other, just as they are all influenced by the vision 

and imagination and principles and frame of reference of the individual or party in case. For 

this reason every party has its particular vision and frame of reference, and this is an 
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unquestionable right supported by the right to freedom of belief, opinion and expression. As for 

the FJP it takes as its frame of reference and guiding principle the Islamic sharia in which the 

majority of our Egyptian people believe.  

 

By its nature the Islamic sharia confirms several principles, the foremost of which is national 

unity; inasmuch as sharia establishes freedom of belief and worship and the right of non-

Muslims to be judged by their law concerning personal status matters, and treats all citizens as 

equals in rights and duties, it confirms the essence of national unity. (…) 

 

Since we believe it is necessary to reform from inside the individual, then the family, the 

society and the government, this popular, all-encompassing, gradual and peaceful programme is 

the most adequate of the reform programmes that have been tested. The degree of arbitrariness, 

oppression and corruption that the people have had to live with are beyond imagination; the 

people were subjugated and humiliated and the riches of the country were plundered, and it was 

turned into a dominion of western and Zionist politics, to the effect that the inner self died and 

morals were corrupted and Judgement Day and God were forgotten; these are among the most 

important reasons for the revolution of the Egyptian people as well as the other people in the 

region. All this confirms that our programme is valid and necessary to address (the people’s) 

material and spiritual hardships.   

 

Another matter of utmost importance is our view of politics. While the others view politics as 

the art of lying, hypocrisy, embellishment and deception, and some even describe it as a dirty 

business implying that those who wish to protect their good reputation and the soundness of 

their principles should stay away from it, our party views politics as the art of administrating 

the state and governing the people’s affairs, and as the means through which security, justice, 

sufficiency, power, strength, progress, good, truth, and excellence can be realised for all the 

people. None of this can be achieved unless politics is tied to the principles and the morality 

and the sincerity and the loyalty and the faithfulness and the moral excellence and the vital 

inner self that holds oneself back from appropriating forbidden property, availing oneself of 

public funds, taking bribes under the labels ‘gift’ or ‘commission’, usurping human rights, 

manipulating elections, unlawfully seizing power, and appointing relatives and protégés to 

public offices. The great objectives which we have set for ourselves can only be realised 

through virtuous means. Consequently, we reject such statements as ‘the ends justify the 

means’ and ‘politics are a dirty business’ and will instead pursue politics in order to cleanse and 

purify it, and raise it to the highest standards of actions and virtues. 
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Through these two dimensions – the material and the spiritual – the individual and 

society will be able to soar towards the horizons of the rising sun of the future, God 

willing.  

 

The party platform mentions nothing of the 2007 provision barring Copts and women from 

the highest political offices, nor the council of religious clerics. It also emphasises that any 

citizen of whatever creed can join the party (p. 4). The section describing ‘the civil state’ 

reads: 

 

The Islamic state is by its nature a civil state (dawla madaniyya). It is not a military state ruled 

by an army that seizes power through coups, nor is it a dictatorship. Equally, it is not a religious 

state (theocracy) ruled by the class of religious clerics – as indeed Islam does not have clerics, 

only specialized scholars of religion – so that no one can rule in the name of divine truth and no 

individuals can claim infallibility in order to monopolize interpretation of the Qur’ân and 

legislation for the community (al-’umma) and impose absolute obedience for themselves on the 

grounds of self-acclaimed holiness. Instead the rulers of the Islamic state are citizens who have 

been elected by popular mandate (wafqa’l-irâda al-sha‘biyya), for the community (al-’umma) 

is the source of power and governing posts are assigned on account of competence, experience 

and reliability. Just as the community (al-’umma) has the right to elect its rulers and 

representatives, it has the right to hold them responsible and depose them. 

 

The fundamental difference between the Islamic state and other states is that it has as its frame 

of reference (marja‘iyya) the Islamic sharia, derived from the creed of the vast majority of the 

Egyptian people. It is in the nature of sharia to organise, in addition to worship and ethics, the 

various other aspects of life for the Muslims. However, it organizes these aspects in the manner 

of general principles, leaving the details to interpretation (al-ijtihâd) and legislation (al-tashrî‘) 

in accordance with the time and place, and in view of truth, justice and the common good (al-

maslaha). This is the duty of the legislative bodies (al-majâlis al-tashrî‘iyya), while the 

Supreme Constitutional Court is the guardian of their legislation. It should be taken into 

consideration that non-Muslims have the right to be judged according to their own legislation in 

matters of family and personal status law.  

 

In addition the state is responsible for protecting freedom of belief and worship and the houses 

of worship for non-Muslims, with the same zeal as it protects Islam, its affairs and its mosques 

(p. 11). 
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At the moment the FJP has majority in parliament in a situation where the new constitution is 

yet to be drafted and presidential elections are yet to be held. The FJP leader has declared that 

the party seeks a broad consensus regarding the constitution. Until the constitution is in place 

it is impossible to tell how the FJP’s vision of sharia as frame of reference for legislation will 

turn out with regards to equal civil rights. Of course, maintaining the traditional structure 

with separate family and personal status law for religious minorities means that there is not 

one law for all citizens. Moreover, Coptic family law has to follow sharia, since it could not 

permit a Christian man to marry a Muslim woman since that would violate (traditional) 

sharia and thus be tried as a criminal offence, something which occurs at regular intervals 

(Egypt Independent 2012a). In a statement from January 2012, Muhammad Mursi proclaims 

the FJP vision for civil rights thus: 

 

The new structure also establishes non-discrimination between citizens in rights and duties on 

grounds of religion, ethnicity, or color, and it also gives women all their rights in a way that 

establishes balance between their rights and duties (Al-Sharq al-Awsat 2012). 

 

Women’s rights are here distinguished from other civil rights in terms of having to be 

balanced between rights and duties. 

 

Yet the FJP platform clearly reflects the principles of liberal democracy: political 

competition, free and fair elections, separation of power, written and publicly known laws 

(pp. 7; 10). FJP has also included Copts on their lists for parliament; one Coptic candidate has 

been elected for FJP (Egypt Independent 2012b). 

 

In the same time, al-Banna’s vision of Islamic order, Islamic government based on sharia, 

and a restored Caliphate, is maintained. According to FJP spokesman Mahmud Ghuzlan, the 

Caliphate is a long-term objective involving three stages: (1) national reforms; (2) union 

between Arabic countries based on Islamic government; (3) Islamic unity based on Islamic 

government (Ghuzlan 2012).  

 

6. Concluding analysis 

 

The MB has a USP reflecting their particular social contract. Their contract is based on an 

interpretation of Islam as access to divine power, which is believed to be the only real source 
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of power in this world. MB members share the faith that the Muslim community’s and 

Egypt’s perceived weaknesses are due to erroneous understanding and practice of Islam, and 

their da‘wa is an invitation to change these circumstances by committing one’s entire being 

to work for the long-term progressive goal of reformed individuals, families, societies, 

governments and, in the final instance, a restored and reformed Caliphate. Compared with 

Hizb al-Tahrir’s detailed constitution for a Caliphate, which is vulnerable to impracticability, 

the MB Caliphate remains ‘immaterial’ and can thus continue to function as USP from al-

Banna until today.  

 

However, the political substance of da‘wa has changed quite dramatically. Al-Banna lived at 

a time when notions of sharia were themselves undergoing change, corresponding with the 

‘processual’ character of the nation-state itself at this time. The fact that it would not have 

been entirely clear to him what Islamic government would imply goes a long way towards 

explaining why his vision of Islamic government and sharia were devoid of empirical 

substance. However, if we look at al-Banna’s da‘wa with the hindsight of today, it is also 

clear that his concepts serve as points of reference for the MB in the manner of a USP: they 

express a particular social contract and must consequently be immaterial.  

 

Yet it is also apparent that what was there of empirical substance in al-Banna’s da‘wa was 

not democratic. Today FJP stands for liberal democratic principles, defining the people as the 

source of political power. There is no conflict between the democratic principle that the 

people are the source of political power and da‘wa about divine empowerment through 

Islamic order; indeed, the quoted Qur’anic verse (al-ra‘d 11) ‘God will never change a people’s 

circumstances unless they change what is in themselves’ implies that Islamic government can only 

come about through the will of the people, because unless the people vote for Islamic government 

God will not change their circumstances. 

 

Finally, al-Banna’s texts about interpretation and knowledge about Islam reflect a pragmatist 

hermeneutics. Pragmatism implies that the meanings of Islamic order, government and sharia 

are necessarily reinterpreted as the Brothers take new courses of political action. The 

formation of FJP in the context where the people demand an end to incompetent authoritarian 

government means that in so far as the MB are focused on changes taking place within the 

people, democratic political action will shape the MB interpretation of Islamic government 
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and ‘Islamic civil state’; i.e. democracy is the ‘interpretant’ for the USP-concepts of Islamic 

order, Islamic government and sharia. 

 

It is tempting to see another connection between pragmatism and MB thought in William 

James’ advocacy for the need to combine empirically grounded facts with (religious) belief in 

values. The FJP vision statement repeats that reform of material structures is only one side of 

the coin: the other is the spiritual reform and the value of good, which will determine the 

success or failure of the material reforms because it provides the connection with the divine 

power. 
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